
 Sick building syndrome caused by formaldehyde is problem in many countries
 Low cost and small sensor for detection of trace formaldehyde is demanded 
 Detect-to-warn sensor provide opportunities to avoid exposure to toxic chemicals,

leading to improve public health

 Formaldehyde is detected as a variation of electric resistance by using CNT and 
chemical reaction

 Limit of detection is 0.016 ppm (WHO standard = 0.08 ppm)
 Toxic chemical can be detected by smartphone using RFID technology
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Formaldehyde Sensor Based
on Carbon Nanotube

 Personal monitoring of toxic chemicals
 Medical, health, security fields
 IoT chemical sensor

 Discrimination from other aldehydes and ketones
 Automatic data processing
 Durability test
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 π-Conjugated oligomers and polymers are key materials in the fields of organic 
electronics, due to characteristic optical and electronic properties. These properties 
highly depend on their secondary structures. However, precise control is still 
challenging issue because of a lot of conformations along single bonds.

 Macromolecules constructed with designed monomer units
 Characteristic properties and functions resulting from secondary structure
 Stimuli and environment responsiveness
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 Facile  synthetic methodology for folding 
structure

 Characteristic optical properties and functions  
resulting  from  folded  π-conjugation

 Visualization of local molecular environment

 Highly conductive macromolecular materials
 Mechanical-stimuli and chemical responsive sensors
 Actuating materials consisting of macromolecular 

machinery elements 
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